
ONLINE MOBILE SELLING BUSINESS CASE

If you want to start a phone case business and jump in on making money Here are 6 proven ways to sell phone cases
(online and offline).

After setting my objective, I started customizing my targeting. With more and more phones being released
each year, the demand for new cases to protect mobile phones goes up. I switched out all of the main product
shots on each product page for my newly created lifestyle photos. So, here I conclude on how to sell mobile
online. The cases were so eye-catching they were marketing themselves. The spiked cases had marketing built
into them because they were so eye-catching. In this case, Facebook will show people the exact product they
viewed last time they visited your shop. You can even follow up with another post when your cases are finally
available for purchase. In just two hours, it looked like I was about to have my first customer. So how do you
avoid promo accounts? Luulla takes a very unique social approach to sellers promoting their products on the
website. Our first big break into retail was bigger than I ever could have imagined and it happened because of
a lucky encounter. This is perhaps the most profitable way but can also be difficult. Most order and fulfilment
services allow custom packaging when sending out items to customers. On my last meeting with them, I paid a
deposit to begin the engineering work to design the Computer Aided Design CAD model of the case and
prepare materials for tooling. I also added some beauty YouTubers whose audience I thought could potentially
want to a marble iPhone case. However, this can also offer an opportunity to dig into specific niches based on
phone models. While marketplaces like Etsy and Amazon are good places to list your phone cases, you can
also open an online store to own your brand, expand your marketing efforts, and build a long-term business.
Join the Mailing List. This was a lifesaver for me at the time â€” I crunched some numbers and calculated that
saved me 16 minutes making each case. I ended up snagging a few orders like this, but nothing sustainable or
long term obviously. People who had a case told me they were always be stopped in public by people asking
where they can buy it. GoPro has a super handy app called Quik that can take a bunch of different photos and
stitch them into a prepackaged, highly engaging video with stock music. When I got home the cases and studs
I ordered were waiting for me. Decide whether you store will sell only mobile accessories or mobile phones or
both. Listen to the audio version of this story! The competition for these accessories is very wild and intense.
Ready to start your own phone case business? That being said, with Bonanza you are getting access to a more
internationally diverse network of potential customers.


